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MOLTEN LIME-ALUMINA-SILICA TERNARY SYSTEM 
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Synopsis: A model quantitatively describing the amphoteric behaviour of alumina was develpoed 

in this paper, based on the cell microstructure of slag. The calculation result is in an acceptable 

agreement with that of the experiment of Yamane et al. 
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1. Introduction 

Alumina is a typical amphoteric compound frequently emerging in metallurgical slags, in 

magma as well as in many kinds of glasses. As a widely accepted view point, Alo!- is acidic and 

Alo:- is basic. Nevertheless, this is at utmost a qualitative concept. Even Gaye's Model1
'
2> which 

is the most successful thermodynamic parameter model of slag right now, also avoids to directly 

and quantitatively describe how (%Alo!-) varies to follow the variation of slag composition. In 

order to elucidate the chemical activation of lime.alumina.silica slag, a model quantitatively des· 

cribing the amphoteric behaviour of alumina in the molten slag was developed . 

2. The modelling and the comparison of its results with the published data 

The foundation of this model is the concept defined by us as cell theory of slag3>. Namely, the 

microstructural unit of molten oxide slag is various kinds of i-0-j cells including that of i = j, And 

the chemical activation of molten slag is determined by the mole fraction (Y) of various i-0-j 

cells as well as their basic charateristics (B)-an index of the bonding energy of the cell, or say the 

activity coefficient of o- anion including in the cell. By means of XPS and so on, 9 kinds of 

i-0-j cells were detected in lime.alumina.silica ternary system as follows 4
•
5>: 

cell symbol cell symbol cell symbol 

Si-0-Si (11) Si-0-Alb (13) Al,-0-Ca (24) 

Si-0-AI. (12) Si-0-Ca (14) Alb-0-Alb (33) 

Al,-0-AI, (22) Al.-0-Alb (23) Ca-0-Ca (44) 

AI. denotes the All+ in AIO~-, Alb denotes that in AlO~- . Considerring a lot of modern thermodynamic 

parameter models are based on the assumption that various cell reactions: 

(i - 0 - i} + (j - 0 - j} = 2 (i - 0 - j} (l} 

happen when multi-component slag is formed, it is reasonable to suppose the following cell reaction for 

lime-alumina-silica system: 

N c (44} + 2N s (11} + 3N" P .(22} + 3N" P 6 (33} = a(12} + ,8(13} + t>(14} + e(24} (2} 
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Ne, NA, Ns denotes respectively the mole fraction ofCaO, Al20 3, Si02• P. and Pb denotes the relative ra 
tio of AI. and Alb respectively, i.e . Pa= 1-Pb, and 

N 22 N Al, 
p = - ----- = ----

• 3N A 2N A 
(3} 

a, {3 , {) and a all are the stoichiometric parameters. 
For the mass balancing of reaction (2}, it was found the whole liquid region must be divided in to three 

sub-regions . 

(l}. If 2N s> (3N A +N c}, it is the sub-region of high silica, or say silica is in excess, and a= 0. 
(2). If 3N A> (2Ns+N c}, it is such a sub-region in which there is an excess alumina. Then{)= 0. 
(3). In the middle content region, 

<X = 2N S - N C - 3N A + 6N A P 
0 

{3 = 6N A (1 - p a } 

{) = 2N s + N c - 3N A 

B = 3N A + N c - 2N s 

(4} 

(5} 

(6} 

(7} 

a(6G 
2 

} 
pa is a thermodynamic variable, through = 0 it should be determined. 6 a; is the varia-aP 

a 

tion of the standard free energy of reaction (2}. The model of Sastri et al also based on this consideration6>. 
This corresponds to 

;; { aln(B 
12 

Y ,) + {lln(B 13 Y 13 }- 3N ~ P .Jn(B 22 Y 22 }- 3N A P 6 ln(B 22 Y 22 }- 3N A P 6 ln(B 33 Y 33 }} = 0:8} 
a 

N N y ___ ,,_ - ,, 
I J L,N 0 N c + 2N s + 3N A 

(9} 

Take Y =al/!, 1/1 denotes the progression degree of the cell reaction. It depends upon the composition 
of the slag, so it should be a constant. Hence, the following can be deduced from Eq . (8}. 

2 
{3 p 

a 
2 

a (1-P.} 

2 

B 12B 22 
-2--=B 
B 13 B 22 

(10} 

Here, the value of B was quoted from the theory of optical basicity. Namely, take B33 = 0.80, 
B22 = 0.70, B13 = 0.65 and B12 = 0.56. Among them B12 and B22 were evaluated based on the concept of 
"group optical basicityn 5>, 

According to this model, among the 4 0 m anions coordinating an Al. cation one is thought to form 
the so called complex bond with this AJ1 • Meanwhile, this o· anion is no longer in two bond structure as 
0-0-i}, but is changed to be with triple bonds as (i-0 < f}, or (ij2}3>. Using the following assumed rela
tionship it may be converted to two bond structure cell. 

(i J2} = 0 .5 (i j} + 0 .5(i2} + 0 .502} (11} 

This complex bond does not take part in reaction(2}. Thereby the P. calculated from Eq .(10} has to 
be corrected, or say to add the effect of (ij2} on both sides of reaction (2}. The total amount of complex 
bond is 2P 1 N A· It was assumed that, in reactant side there are (222} and (232}. And the proportion of their 
content equals P8 / Pb. In product side, the non-bridging o · (onbr} containing in (14}, (13} and (24} in turn 
to form complex bond with Al. Certainly, this coincides with the assumption of electroneutrality compen
sation by network modifier. 

By means of the chemical shift displayed on X ray fluoroscope (Al-K11, i.2} Yamane et al investigated 
systematically the amphotcric behaviour of alumina in lime-alumina-silica slag7>. The results of this model 
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Fig.1 . The comparison of the calculted 

results (a) and that of Yamane's 

experiment (b), 

1--25 denote the sample number . 

as shown in Fig.I was found in an acceptable agreement with that of the experiment of Yamanee et al. The 

composition of the 25 samples and the boundaries of sub-regions are shown in Fig.2. Besides the 25 points, 

Fig.I contains the calculation results on points corresponding to compounds 2CAS(2Ca0-Al20 3-Si0) or 

CA2S(Ca02-Al20 3-2Si02). Even though this model intends to describe molten slag, the calculation about 

3A2S (3Al20 3-2Si0 2) solid mullite was also found to be agree with the experiment. Using an EPMA set, 

Hanada et al completed a fluoroscopy measure for a non crystalized film of 3A2S. It was indicated by 

them that P. is about 60% 8>. The average coordination number is 4.3 to 4.7 for this glass pursuanting to 

the X ray diffraction-radial distribution function research of Morikawa et al9>. In Fig.I the calculation re

sults about 2CAS, CA2S and 3A2S coincide with that of 25 points quits well . 

SiO 
2 

fig.2 . The composition of Yamane's smaple and the 

boundaries of 3 sub-regions. 

Hote:a--the boundary of high Silica region 

µ--the boundary of high alumina region 

~--the galas formation region 

1 to 25--sample number 

This diagram also exhibits the characteristics of three sub-regions. Pursuanting to this model, almost 

all alumina behaves as AlO~-. if it is in the high alumina sub-region. But in high silica sub-region P. for va-
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rious examined points is about 62%, this gets some difference with the experiment of Yamane et al. 
3. Discusian 

(1}. This paper is devoted to a thermodynamic parameter model. The merit of this way is the possibility 
to discuss easily the influences of some factors, comparing to doing this based on experiment. Fig.3 exhib
its the effect of NA/ (NA+N8} under the condition of constant Ne. Fig.4 indicates the influence of 
Ne/ NA in the case of a constant N 8 • Fig.5 displays that of Ne/ N 8 when NA is constant. The revealed 
relationship points out P. in molten lime-alumina-silica is determined not by the individual factor, but by 
the contents of three components. 

(2}. In a quite long period, the researches on the amphoteric behaviour of alumina were limited main
ly for soda ash-alumina-silica glasses. It was claimed that Ala I (Ala +A lb} and % Onbr in these glasses get an 
abrupt change at NA1 / NNa= 1.0 . Although in recent years some measurements based on advanced in
struments still support this view point8

', there are also some experiments argue against this view point. In 
fact, this view point was initially proposed to explain the variation of some physical properties of the melt 
in following the variation of N Al I NNa· However, it was proved that many physical properties do not have 
an abrupt change seriously at NA1/ NN.= 1.0, but the turning points disperse inside a range of composi
tion10>. Dingwell found during his research on the pseudo binary system of Na2Si20 5-Na4Al20 5 that the 
viscosity of this system is a function of NA1 / (NA1+N8;}. And the minimum of viscosity emerges when 
NA1/ CNA1+Nsi}= 0.2-0 .3, or say NA1/ NN.= 0.17-0.23 11>. 

0 · 4 --~o........,_ 2,,..-~'--~o,,......,_6,,..-~..._~_,1. o 
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According to this result, it is difficult to expect that there are a simple and distinct relationship be
tween the physical properties and N Al I N Na· Provided, the more direct factor effecting on physical proper
ties is the polymerization of the microsturctural units in the melt. 

(3}. What is the differences between the amphoteric behaviour of alumina in soda ash-alumina-silica 
glasses and that in the whole liquid region of lime-alumina- silica? Yamane et al made a comparison of 
lime-alumina-silica and magnesia-alumina-silica, and claimed the difference of the effects of Ca and Mg is 
not distinguishable7

' . In contrast, many researchers keep different point of view. Mysen indicated that 
AIH and SiH involved in the tetrahedra network of soda ash- alumina- silica can change their site 
randomlyrn. In that of lime-alumina- silica, however, distinguishable ordering appears. This results from 
the influence of various basic cations on the stability of bond in tetrahedra 10• DE Jong et al gave a similar 
comment12>. Furthermore, Appen and Varshal claimed that AlO~- and AlO~- coexisted in 
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lime-alumina-silica and only AlO~- is contained in magnesia-alumina-silica3
l The result of this model is 

probably valid only for lime- alumina- silicasystem. At present, with this model it is impossible to distin

guish the difference of the effects of Na+, Ca2+ and Mg 2+. It is thought that they should cause a change in 

the evaluation of B, especially of B12 in Eq (11}. 

On the other hand, it is reasonable to 

find some similar feature about the 

amphoteric behaviour of alumina in either 

soda ash- alumina- silica or 

lime- alumina- silica. As aforementioned, the 

feature of the amphoteric behaviour of 

alumina is that a slower change in following 

the variation of NA1/ NN•' except in the re

gion adjacent to the turning point. Similar to 

this, the slope of the curve in Fig.4 is quite 

small. Pursuanting to this model, as shown in 

·o. 4,__~_....__,.......,,,____.__....,,.... _ __. 
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2 

Fig.5.The effect of N /N
8

.
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2 
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when NAl 0 
2 3 
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a 

Fig.3 and 4, a more intensive effect of NA/ (NA+N8) under a constant Ne was revealed comparing to that 

of NA/ Ne under a constant N 8. This can be understood based on Mysen's idea, as even in 

lime-alumina-silica, NA/ (NA+N8) is an approximation of the proportion of Al and Si in tetrahedra net

work. 

(4). As shown in Fig.5, the curves meet together almost at a point. It was interested in finding the sim

ilar result of Sastri et al6>. When they investigated the effect of NA under a constant Ne/ N 8 , they also 

found the curves almost meet together at a point. 

(5). Iwamoto reported the measurement of Na20-4.7 Si02-XA120 3 (X = 0-1.2) by means of Raman 

spectroscopy13
l. Two wave-peaks were shown at 950 and ttOOcm-1

. Mysen indicated these two wave-peaks 

respond to the existence of O!~. And Furukawa et al claimed the wave- peak at 950cm-1 relates to the 

onbr resulting from alumina14>. Thus, Iwamoto's result is an evident for onbr existence when 

NA1/ NN.= 1.0. Certainly, this is in contrast with the assumptionofelectroneutrality compensation for 

Alo;-. 

In inorganic chemistry, alumina is such a typical element preferring to form complex bond. If suggest 

the fourth bond of Al. as a complex bond, then no need for the electroneutrality compensation! Based on 

this consideration, Pa was determined in this model not pursuanting to electroneutrality but in accordance 

with the minimum of the standard free energy variation of the cell reaction. 

(6). Based on the X ray diffraction-radial distribution function method, Mysen claimed that there are 

only Alo;- in the melt ofCA2s 11>. This is different from the present model. 

So far it is not scarce to find some contrary reports in the field, to which this paper refers. The reliabil

ity of either the instrument and the procedure of the measurement, or the sampling way may be the deter

mining factors for the contradiction . Perhaps, during sampling the over heating of the melt and the follow

ing quenching rate play significant roles. Nowadays it is important to approach to the reality from both 

sides: theoretical modelling and experimental technology. 

4. Conclusion remarks 

(t}. A thermodynamic parameter model is proposed in this paper. It was used in quantitatively des

cription of the amphoteric behaviour of alumina in lime-alumina-silica molten slag. The calculation results 

are in an acceptable agreement with that of the experiment of Yamane et al. The main points of this model 

are: %Al1 / (%Al1+%Alb) is determined according to the minimum of the standard free energy variation 

of the cell reaction, and every Al. contains one complex bond. 

(2). The claculation based on this model indicates that the content of 3 conponents in 

lime-alumina-silica slag all effect %Al1 • This seems to be a deeper discussion on the amphoteric behaviour 

of alumina. 

(3). Based on this model, it is possible to further go on the calculation of the concentration of various 
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cells in lime-alumina-silica slag and its bonding basicity. 
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